Disruptive online technologies have reshaped industries in the decades since the advent of the Internet. Now, many of these technologies are coming to local governments and forcing city officials to rethink how they do business, particularly when it comes to engaging with their citizens. The Town Hall meeting style of civic engagement and public participation is older than the United States. But it presents challenges in representativeness, access, and reach. Civic innovators in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors have developed new methods, platforms, practices and goals for public engagement, often aiming to facilitate a more deliberative, iterative process. Many cities have embraced these new tools, but too often they stand apart from normal operations, both in their integration into city functions and management structure.

Yet these trends should not discourage cities from incorporating new technology into their public engagement strategies. Rather, cities should go one step further in their planning process, fully determining engagement needs, designing ongoing management protocols and systems, and providing support to employees in both training and incorporation into operations to ensure that they not only get the most of their engagement tool investments, but that when taken with current practices the whole is greater than the sum of their parts.
Methods

This policy brief is based on research conducted on behalf of the City of Oakland Public Ethics Commission in 2014. Building on that office’s internal report on transparency in city government, the project developed a framework for assessing engagement platforms. The effort identified best practices in engagement, focusing particularly on online platforms, in order to help the city develop a comprehensive public engagement strategy. Conclusions were drawn from a literature review, a survey of city staff, observations at public meetings and key-informant interviews with Oakland city staff and successful engagement practitioners around the country. This brief distills these findings to provide lessons for all localities looking to effectively incorporate online methods into their public engagement systems.

What is Public Engagement?

There is little consensus on a conclusive definition of public engagement. For the purpose of this discussion, public engagement is defined as processes designed to facilitate communication and deliberation among citizens, elected officials and city staff about issues and decisions involving policy and service delivery. Key in this definition is the incorporation of the trend among both academics and practitioners to emphasize and facilitate a collaborative relationship between government and governed where all have both a stake and a role in decision making. Rather than simply sharing information with citizens, the goal is to actively empower citizens to control not just outcomes but also the processes to achieve them.

The International Association of Public Participation’s (IAP2) Spectrum of Public Participation is a widely cited and useful framework for understanding types of engagement and evaluating particular strategies. The Spectrum classifies engagement along a five-point scale:

- **Inform**: To provide the public with balanced and objective information to assist them in understanding the problems, alternatives and/or solutions.
- **Consult**: To obtain public feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions.
- **Involve**: To work directly with the public throughout the process to ensure that public issues and concerns are consistently understood and considered.
- **Collaborate**: To partner with the public in each aspect of the decision, including the development of alternatives and the identification of the preferred solution.
- **Empower**: To place the final decision-making in the hands of the public.¹
Cities have a set of traditional tools for engaging with their residents, including public meetings, networks of city-linked neighborhood organizations, citizen boards and commissions, and websites through which citizens can take care of some routine business, like applying for permits or paying parking tickets. Some cities, like Oakland, have also codified their commitments to engagement. In addition to a statewide open meeting law, the Brown Act, Oakland passed its own Sunshine Ordinance in 1997 that carefully outlines open records, noticing and public meeting requirements. Yet, scholars and practitioners have long lamented that traditional forms of public engagement and solicitation of public input are outmoded and serve neither the public’s interest in being heard nor the government’s interest in understanding and acting on public sentiment.

Online tools can address some of the common problems associated with traditional engagement by bringing access to public decision-making into citizens’ homes via the Internet for viewing at their convenience. Techies also see potential for the online space to support platforms that better facilitate collaboration among citizens and government and ongoing deliberation on issues, rather than simply information sharing or late-stage airing of grievances. Software has created new access points into the policymaking process and systems by which public officials solicit various types of input.
Engagement Potential

Cities have liberally experimented with engagement tools along the IAP2 spectrum, ranging from sophisticated third-party run websites to lower-tech listservs and collaborative spaces. According to a 2009 National League of Cities survey:

- More than 90% of cities indicated they use basic online tools, such as city websites and publishing city employees’ email addresses.
- 86% update their website regularly with agendas and proposed action items on which people can comment.
- Two-thirds of cities use special town hall style meetings to convene large groups to discuss issues of particular interest.
- 14% use online forums enabling a two-way conversations and deliberation.

In a January 2014 study, the New America Foundation analyzed various forms of digital engagement tools along a modified version of the IAP2 spectrum. This report, designed to help practitioners understand online tools, offered a comprehensive look at the different types of platforms available in relation to the type of engagement they generated. Utilized effectively alongside traditional methods, these platforms can help create a robust engagement strategy. Oakland, like many cities, uses several online tools suited to facilitating different types of engagement as summarized below.

### New America (IAP2) Spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inform</th>
<th>Consult (Involve)</th>
<th>Cooperate (Collaborate)</th>
<th>Empower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Platforms
- Websites
- Infographics
- Multimedia
- Simulators |
- Ideation platform
- Social Media - when used to exchange ideas and comments
- Citizen reporting app |
- Wikis
- Collaborative writing platforms
- Mapping tools |
- Application Programming Interface (API)
- Community planning games
- Neighborhood networking sites |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oakland's Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Platforms
- Oaklandnet.com
- Legistar |
- EngageOakland
- Department-specific Twitter and Facebook accounts
- SeeClickFix |
- OaklandWiki (not managed by the city)
- Oakland Answers (content based on citizen-generated questions) |
- Some NCPCs support neighborhood-level listservs and networking spaces |

**Figure 2: Oakland Resources and New America Foundation/IAP2 Spectrum platform**
Take this hypothetical experience of an Oakland citizen concerned about safety in her local park:

1. A citizen hears on her local Neighborhood Crime Prevention Council (NCPC) listserv that there have been several muggings in her local park. She and her neighbors discuss the issue over email with the participation of their local NCPC representative from the city.

2. Learning from the NCPC representative that park safety is an issue, the city creates a discussion topic on their online “ideation” website, a hub for citizens and city officials to post ideas and comments about civic issues. The citizen posts her concerns on the site and reads creative ideas to improve park safety offered by other city residents, such as better landscaping increasing visibility to discourage crime.

3. Interested in the city’s park maintenance schedule and activities, the citizen turns to Oakland Answers, a website that provides answers and resources to common user-generated questions. She doesn’t see the information she needs and submits a question to the city. Officials at the Parks Department see her question and then research and post an answer.

4. The citizen learns that there are no plans to improve sight lines at her park. She goes to the city website to learn when the Parks Commission meets next.

5. She attends the Parks Commission meeting to explain her concern about park safety and to suggest that better landscaping may help.

6. With the help and support of the Parks Commission, the citizen presents her solution before the City Council. They agree and vote to fund landscaping work that creates open sight lines at parks to improve safety.

This hypothetical Oakland citizen thus uses tools at every stage of the spectrum. Empowered to act through her neighborhood listserv, she consults with the city and other residents on a discussion forum. She then collaborates with the city to improve access to information about park maintenance. Through this process she is informed about both existing policy and opportunities to talk with decision makers. She then attends a public meeting of a citizen commission to enlist their help and eventually she obtains a legislative solution.

Figure 3: Oakland Answers
In practice, the system rarely works this smoothly. NCPC representatives may not have enough time to actively participate in listserv discussions. City officials may not monitor citizens’ comments and questions on websites. The Parks Commission meeting schedule may be buried under several layers of information, making it difficult for citizens to determine the date and time, let alone attend. These constraints are symptomatic of the fragmented process by which online engagement has developed in Oakland. Tools were adopted individually, staff was not trained in their use and maintenance and monitoring was not incorporated into departmental job descriptions and expectations. Many cities face similar challenges and issues that point to one problem: the lack of vision about how engagement should work, and how online tools can best coordinate access, leaves holes in the process and potential untapped.

In a February 2014 meeting of the Oakland League of Women Voters, Susan Stuart Clark, founder of Common Knowledge, spoke about entry points to civic engagement. She described how a person’s first interaction with City Hall can leave a lasting impact on both their trust in local government and willingness to participate. As more people turn to technology, a city’s online presence is increasingly that first point of contact. Investing in easy-to-use and integrated systems designed around and for the user can pay dividends down the road. Smart investment can allow a city to make its website a portal to rich and varied information, with platforms that encourage more and different kinds of participation and solicitation of input.

Figure 4: Oakland City Hall
Challenges to Success

Integration and Coordination
With a plethora of online platforms adding to cities’ already diverse public engagement efforts, it is critical that public information officers or other designated officials ensure new systems are designed to work in concert across departments and their needs.

Visibility and Uptake
It is not enough to invest in a new tool. Cities must ensure that citizens and staff know tools exist and how to use them. For example, Oakland purchased a third-party website to encourage public discussion in forums, but the lack of marketing meant that after two years the site underperformed, in terms of total users and discussions, relative to platforms hosted by the same company by cities of similar sizes.

Performance and Evaluation
Public engagement is inherently difficult to measure. Its varying definitions make “success” indeterminate. Is an engagement activity successful if more people show up at a meeting and more people speak? Or has a city only truly engaged its citizens if their input actually influences policy decisions and processes? When cities overlook metrics, they sacrifice not only the ability to assess their investments, but also to use an iterative process to adapt engagement practices as circumstances change.

Resource Dedication
Understaffing and under-planning plague the adoption of both new engagement practices and new technologies. Online platforms require active management, not just in the maintenance of their infrastructure; they also require initial training in their use and ongoing moderation and incorporation of feedback into city processes. Though these are all potentially costly and time-consuming activities, they are crucial to maximizing the benefit of any online platform.

Legal Authority and Structure
The public disclosure and records laws guiding engagement are often not adaptable to new technologies and can create ambiguities around compliance. For instance, if an ordinance requires public notice of a meeting of a quorum of councilmembers when they discuss policy, should that same notice requirement apply to a discussion in an online forum on which all of them have commented over several days?
Lessons and Recommendations

1) Develop a concrete policy and legal framework for implementation first.
A 2013 report by the Working Group on Legal Frameworks for Public Participation worried that cities couldn’t take advantage of new technologies due to unanswered legal questions. The working group offers draft language for both municipal and state laws to address some of these issues. Their efforts focus on broad, adaptable provisions that can cover more types of engagement while still operating under the original premise of these laws, namely, fostering transparency, open government and inclusion in the policymaking process. A key part of developing a citywide engagement strategy must include either revisions to laws that conflict with new technology or clarifications from the City Attorney’s office about how new engagement platforms and practices can operate within existing legal frameworks.7

2) Develop a long-term investment plan and resource it now.
Some of the most successful cities have created systems to encourage use of online tools and have developed protocols to ensure feedback was put to use. The ideation site SpeakUp Austin (TX) has a dedicated manager in charge of its administration and its upkeep occupies several interns in his office. Public Information Officers (PIOs) from city departments are also expected to help with content creation and management for relevant issues. Austin city officials estimated they spent roughly five to ten hours each week on site management. The SpeakUp site is lauded for its success in engaging a large portion of the city and influencing outcomes. Feedback from SpeakUp Austin users helped shape the city’s plastic-bag ban and offered an outlet to discuss controversial zoning issues.8

3) Recognize that platforms don’t solve problems; they enhance strategies.
Rather than looking at technology as a way to replace traditional public-engagement methods, savvy cities use new technologies to enhance what they are already doing. The planning department of Phoenix, Arizona solicited feedback on its general plan development via its dedicated website, MyPlanPHX. The department then used basic user-demographic information (e.g., age, gender and zip code) to track participation in the plan-development conversation. This allowed the city to target offline outreach activities toward specific underrepresented communities.9 Oakland has used services like Textizen, a text-message based service that allows cities to poll residents through mobile phones, prior to and during public meetings, to gauge sentiment on various issues.10

Figure 5: SpeakUp Austin website

Figure 6: Textizen in Oakland
4) Develop a tiered plan and platform-assessment framework to make the best of use of resources. Oakland is an excellent example of how a city can be ahead of the curve when it comes to engagement-technology adoption, yet still suffer from lack of engagement investment. Oakland’s myriad of platforms reach people in many ways, yet no single one nears its full potential as an engagement tool. Furthermore, the proliferation of platforms using different URLs, hosted by different companies, and tailored to specific issues or meetings, without a central strategy for coordination, has the potential to fragment resource-distribution and to confuse citizens. Technology moves quickly, but government is often deliberately slow. Thus, rather than spend public money and political capital on a new trendy platform, cities can benefit from evaluating, enhancing and reinvesting in the platforms they already use, in order to keep them current and ensure they reach their full potential.

A specific framework that incorporates local context should guide resource investment. Criteria such as cost, ease of adoption by staff, measurability and equity are useful considerations for all cities. But cities should also consider their idiosyncrasies and particular vision. For example, in Oakland, where the city wants to focus on more deliberation and process-participation of citizens, the opportunity each tool or practice provides to foster collaboration and community engagement may be the paramount criterion.

Conclusion

New technologies create many new possibilities for local governments to change the way they interact with citizens. But before a city makes investment decisions, it must take the time to develop both a long-term vision for local engagement and an ongoing strategy that allows the city to realize the full potential new platforms offer.

Finally, as technological tools for civic engagement evolve, it is crucial to remember who benefits. While a growing share of Americans have Internet access and smartphone availability, Federal Communications Commission data from 2012 shows that in parts of East and West Oakland, there are fewer than 500 home broadband connections for every 1,000 residents. Relying too heavily on online-based engagement tools can exclude these communities. Thus, while this policy brief focuses heavily on civic-tech solutions, cities must remember that new approaches can only be successful when combined with offline formats.
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